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5 Preface 

[W}irh all [the} magical technological advances that have brought movies 

to where they are today, everything we do on film is based on the most hu

man of arts, and it's the art of storytelling. In every culture all around the 

world, storytelling is how people connect with one another. State-of-the

art technology will change, but state-of-the-heart storytelling will always 

be the same. 

- SID GANIS, PRESIDENT OF THE ACADEMY OF MOTION PICTURE ARTS 

AND SCIENCES, MARCH 5, 2006, 78TH ACADEMY AWARDS 

I often overhear people comment chat they did nor like a film because ir was "all 

effects and no story." I can sympathize with wishing for a better p lot, bur noma

jor feature film has been released without at lease some pretence of a story, no 

marrer how many digital visual effects (DVFx) were used. Many of these stories 

do have substantial script problems, and sometimes films with quire terrible 

scripts are remarkable only for their superlative DVFx. Unforrunarely, people 

seem to assume that the effeccs rook over, as if they had been invi ted onro rhe 

sec and promptly did away with all copies of rhe script, mesmerized rhe direc

tor, and bludgeoned rhe crew inro making "an effects film." 

Some directors do appear to go quire mad in the g low of the production's 

greenlighr. This can be a case of overindulging in tricky camera moves, hyper

speed editing, relentless music, and, of course, DVFx. As a reaction to chis, 

other filmmakers seek a "purer" kind of fi lmmaking chat eschews stylized cam

era moves, editing, music, or DVFx. Yet, between these extremes, there are 

many films and filmmakers who use these effects qui te powerfully. 



The intention of this book is to travel that ground between the extremes and 

discover how DVFx impact narrative. The subject is of interest to writers, film

makers, digital-visual-effects artists, film theorists, and film aficionados (espe

cially those who love DVFx, of course)-and each of these groups approaches 

the issue from a unique perspective. 

For screenwriters, the focus largely is on how DVFx can open up their story

telling. :Many writers avoid creating scenes requiring effects our of fear that they 

would price their script our of the market. Others shun DVFx as "the enemy": 

an innovation that is undermining storytelling. The truth, however, is that the 

best use ofDVFx and other great advances in technology very often result from 

writers' own .imaginations and derive from good storytelling. 

Directors, cinematographers, and production designers are sometimes re

luctant to use DVFx because they, like writers, fear the costs, but also because 

they fear that the technical requirements w.iii curtail their creative style. Of 

course, technical requirements are the very scuff of filmmaking and are often the 

inspiration for fabulously creative solutions. Yet with DVFx, the fear of the 

technical is most likely linked to the fear of handing over control to digital

visual-effects artists, who are only just beginning to be accepted as a parr of the 

"real" film crew. The reluctance of filmmakers to welcome these artists as parr 

of the coiiaborarive process is unfortunate because invariably the best results in 

DVFx come about when the artists work as an integral part of the production. 

For the effects artists, knowledge of traditional film production often is 

something gained outside of their professional experience. Familiarity with the 

principles of camera movement, editing, and screen grammar can come second 

to expertise in particular software packages and how to survive "life on the box." 

This is changing as more digital-visual-effects artists gain on-set experience 

and as filmmakers with experience in cinematography, production design, and 

editing become digital-visual-effects artists. However, it is important that 

these artists do more than simply follow a director's brief. When filmmakers 

and effects artists create DVFx using the common ground of narrative function 

instead of focusing on technical derails only, it enhances the likelihood that the 

effects will work thematically as well as visually. 

When effects are used with the kind of considered knowledge that has 

shaped filmmaking practice, such as camera movement, they are best poised to 

create work that has lasting value. When something is used nor only because it 

is a technical solution but also a narrative tool, the contribution it makes to the 

story overall can add to the expression of the film's themes. Yet most texts on 
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DVFx focus either on the technical aspects or, in academic writing, on the rela

tionship ir has to specific genres, most commonly science fiction. For the most 

parr, film theorists have looked long and hard at how DVFx have worked within 

cerrain genres but have ignored how they are used across the medium of narra

tive film as a whole. 

Accordingly, this book is primarily about storytelling. It addresses the vari

ous interests of writers, filmmakers, and film theorists within the larger idea 

that DVFx are an important way to enhance storycrafr. Drawing on examples 

from across the spectrum of filmmaking, the book demonstrates expressive use 

ofDVFx and discusses the implications of these creative uses. 

For many, the pleasure of watching a film comes from being able to watch it 

on a number of levels, and this book shows how DVFx "work" within film

making as another level that can be considered when analyzing filmcraft. For 

the connoisseur, true appreciation is not simply knowing how the effects were 

produced and other technical facets of the images on the screen, but also in un

derstanding how effects are used narratively and symbolically within films. 

Having written previously on the practical irhplications ofDVFx on the pro

duction process, I found it irnport~nt to address the other impacts of DVFx. 

When filmmakers seek fresh ways to visualize their story elements through 

these effects sequences, they are influencing not only how the film will be pro

duced and the practical development ofDVFx, they are also making a contri

bution to the film storytelling canon. I hope this book will be a resource for 

writers, filmmakers, and theorists who want to rethink the use ofDVFx in film. 
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The Bastard Spawn: Hollywood Computer
Generated-Effects Movies- Some 

Introductory Comments 

Bram Stoker's sixty ish Dutch doctor is re-cast as a thirryish hunk (Jack

man) ... (who) goes to Transylvania to save the last of a family of vampire 

slayers (Beckinsale) from Count Dracula (Roxburgh) .... Van He/sing is 

the bastard spawn of a sub-genre, a Gothic fantasy movie inspired by the 

graphic novel and the computer game .... It is beautifully shot, monu
mental in conception, full of amazing effects, and dull as someone else's tax 

returns. It's an example of everything that is wrong with Hollywood 

computer-generated-effects movies: technology swamps storytelling, 
action is rendered meaningless by exaggeration, and drama is reduced to 

monotonous physical bouts between "good" and "evil."1 

-PAUL BYRNES, SYDNEY MORNING HERALD 

For digital-visual-effects artists, the last twenty years have been, co borrow a 

phrase, the best of times and the worst of times. DVFx are considered a funda

mental element for "blockbuster" films, which affords the effects artists not 

only regular employment but also a certain status among fans that was rarely 

achieved by previous generations of special-effects artisans. On the other hand, 

as Paul Byrnes's review of Van He!sing (2004, Sommers) indicates, DVFx rou

tinely are cited as the means by which Hollywood is ruining storytelling. 

The attention being accorded co the use ofDVFx is nor unique in the history 

of filmmaking. When sound and color first were introduced, the arguments 

mounted against them were much the same. One complaint in particular, char 

the spectacle of these technologies undermines storytelling, a focus of this book. 

In considering this issue, some interesting distinctions need to be taken into 

account. Film critics often imply that the use ofDVFx is a substitute for "good" 



storytelling. Such comments suggest that storytelling used to be better be

fore the advent of DVFx and that the use of these effects is symptomatic of a 

"Hollywood gone bad." Some scriptwriters have suggested to me that a story is 

no longer necessary as long as a film has sufficiently impressive digital visual ef

fects. This, however, .is nor said as a compliment to the standard of effects us

age. It is more like speaking iii of the dead-an R.I.P. for storytelling while the 

digital effects dance on its grave. 

Film theorists rake a different approach, focusing largely upon issues of spec

taculariry and its relationship to narrative. Theorists interested in a genre such 

as science fiction look upon the use of effects with something of a proprietary 

interest, claiming the use of such effects has particular validity for science

fiction films. Some go so £1-r as to say that effects are a defining trait of the 

science-fiction film. 

The fact that DVFx are one of the most significant and expensive aspects of 

the digital revolution in film makes them particularly interesting to theorists 

with broader interests in the areas of technology and globalization. These the

orists often see other factors than straightforward technological advancement at 

play in the adoption of DVFx by corporately financed film producers. While 

some of these arguments approach X Fileian proportions in their attribution of 

sinister and far-reaching political and economic influences, there are undeniable 

relationships between the development ofDVFx and their use in military ap

plications. Digital visual effects also are closely associated with the range of en

tertainment products that are the commercial interests of the fastest growing, 

most powerful industry: global entertainment. 

Serious as these concerns are, however, economic/political arguments are not 

the focus of this book. Discussion of the economic, industrial, and political 

machinations that are of influence .in the industry is best led by experts in the 

fields of economics and politics, and it is a subject that does not lack for atten

tion. Similarly, the case studies in this book do not rake up many of the wider 

issues of narrative theory, reception theory, psycho-sociological theory, philos

ophy, and ochers that might be pursued valuably by theorists considering the 

impacts ofDVFx. 

In fact the task of writing this book, even limiting it to the parameters cho

sen, has meant curtailing discussion in many areas. There are aspects of narra

tion, camera movement, art history, developments in new media, and the film 

industry that could pursued further with great benefit. I have restrained myself 

from taking too many detours yet hope that I have signposred, for readers who 
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wish to continue on at the end of this path, some of these fascinating alternate 

journeys and recommended the best of many resources I have drawn upon. 

This book is grounded in filmmaking, specifically the scriprwriting process. 

It looks at the issues that arise our of the impact of DVFx on the storytelling 

process and the closely related issues of spectacularity and narrative function

ing, including associations with particular genres. I hope it also offers a start

ing point for rethinking DVFx usage overall. 

So the questions that inspired this undertaking include: 

Does using DVFx undermine classical storytelling structure? 

Are DVFx being used as a substitute for story? 

Do DVFx always draw attention to themselves? 

Should DVFx be limited to cenain genres? 

Have DVFx fundamentally changed the filmmaking process? And if so, how? 

Paul Byrnes's critical response to Van Helsing is a good place to begin con

sidering these questions. The review reveals certain flaws in logic that are cen

tral to the criticisms aimed at DVFx in filmmaking. 

For example, to describe a film as a Hollywood computer-generated-effects 

movie is almost as helpful as describing it as a Dolby-surround-sound film or a 

35mm film movie. Further, to make the accusation that "technology swamps 

storytelling"-perhaps meaning that the effects are more interesting than the 

story-is more a comment on the story than it is upon the technology. As the 

reviewer goes on to observe, other aspects of the technology of filmmaking-in 

particular, its cinematography-also are showcased in Van Helsing. So why is 

cinematography not blamed for the swamping of story? 

In all likelihood, neither the cinematography nor the DVFx are to blame for 

the story's failings. The reviewer himself has identified a significant number of 

factors that influence a story's quality: poor structure, massive changes to fun

damental plot details in the adaptation from an original source, poor premises, 

and reliance upon spectacle as a substitute for action, character development, and 

thematic resonance. In other words, it seems fair to say that it should come as 

no surprise that the film is a disappointment, to put it politely, when a film

maker takes an idea but does little to give it substance in the way of real charac

ters then goes on to give these character sketches very little to do except engage 

in relentless fight sequences and for precious little thematic reason. Further, as 

Byrnes has noted, although he blames the effects, he does seem to understand 
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that reducing a film's theme ro monoronous physical bours between "good" and 

"evil" or that by halving the age of the lead character, the filmmakers have made 

substantial alterations ro the original story of Dracula-wirh consequent box 
office results. 

Yet, while Van He/sing is what would most often be described as a "Holly

wood computer-generated-effects movie," an equally curious reading of effects 

is presented by Chris Norris in his review of The Eternal S11mhine of the Spotless 
Mind (2004, Gondry): 

The conventional mode for rendering ... [the effects in the film} would be some kind 
of multiple screen, CGI morphing, and other techniques that a toddler would now read 
as Special Effecr. Following some sublime aravistic impulse, Gondry instead opts for 
low-tech, painstakingly wrought effect-labors oflove rather than Industrial light and 
Magic-and the results are somehow more dramatic. 2 

Charlie Kaufman's script has earned accolades and awards for its achievement 

in scriptwriting. For this cleverly crafted srory, the issue is not about a weak 

script being dressed up with layers of digital effects. Quite the contrary, the ar

gument is that the effects make the story more dramatic because they were not 

crafted by computers. In other words, Norris seems to be suggesting that it is 

the use of computers in creating effects that can suck the soul our of a story. 

However, this neglects two important points about the use of effects in The 

Eternal Sunshiue of the Spotless Miud: most people are unlikely to know how the 

effects were achieved, and because visual effects are now predominantly pro

duced digitally most audiences are likely to assume that the images were digi

tally crafted. More to the point, some of the effects in that movie were in fact 

DVFx-not, as Norris's warmly praises," ... analog instead of digital-seek

ing a small, quiet place to tell the sweet lovely story with global resonance."3 

The Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless i\1ind relies upon digital composites and 

computer-generated (CG) effects to create and destroy the beach house and to 

add debris and snow elements.4 Further, in a use that was necessary for practi

cal reasons but also thematically resonant, Catherine Feeny reports: 

Gondry's idea was that, as Clem walks down the street, the viewer realizes she has only 
one leg. "We had to remove both legs and create a CGI leg says (Louis] Morin (Visual 
Effects Supervisor, Buzz Image Group} , .. (and} removed the head from the first take 
and used it to replace the head in the second take. The only thing that wasn't touched 
was the middle part of her body."5 
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This digital erasure and reconstruction, when considered within the context 

of a story about someone having her memories erased and reconstructed takes on 

a deeper meaning. As a technical achievement, the effects work is unexceptional 

(although well executed). As a narrative achievement however, it is notable. 

Thus, in this instance the reviewer is reading effects based on an assessment 

of story quality, and here the wonderfully dramatic script is giving the digital 

and analog effects a perceived warm analog glow. Essentially, the story is good 

and the effects, both digital and analog, are performing the rightful job of ef

fects: to support the kind of story being told. 

Of course neither Byrnes nor Norris deserves to be taken to task for their 

comments on the use of effects in these films because they are expressing views 

rhat are often held by film commentators. What I find most valuable from these 

examples is that they show the ease with which DVFx are scapegoared for com

mon storycrafr failings and, in the case of The Eternal S!mshineoftheSpotless 1Yfind, 

that there is a perception that analog is "real" bur digital is not. 

It is also important to note that these films tell quire different kinds of sto

ries yet both rely upon visual-effects imagery. In this they give a good indica

tion as to why the questions raised above have become so important to our 

consideration of how effects are being used in film storycrafr. 

While researching how DVFx impact traditional film-production prac

tices,6 virtually every effects artist I interviewed stated that effects always de

rive from story. It was this discrepancy between what the commentators say and 

what the digital-effects practitioners assert that demanded further investiga

tion. This book looks at how the growing use ofDVFx influences, and is influ

enced by, story. 

Within film theory there is a long-held belief that narrative integrity always 

is sacrificed for the benefits of spectacle when effects are used. Often even those 

who are enthusiastic about current developments in the use of special effects 

discuss them in a manner that reflects admiration but also the view that effects 

overwhelm story. Yet, as digital effects are incorporated in more films and more 

kinds of films, and because the range of practice is such that it becomes virtu

ally impossible to detect the presence of effects, there is an increasing need to 

reconsider the place of these affects in contemporary filmmaking and how they 

have come to hold this place. 

Theories on the impact of spectacle on narrative predate the use of DVFx 

and usually are couched in terms of"special effects." The term "special effects" 

generally is used in a broad fashion to cover an array of film techniques. So it is 
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important ro make a distinction between digital visual effects and special ef

fects because the cri tics ofDVFx often suggest that their use is a contemporary 

phenomenon that detracts from a g lorious past of much better sroryrelling, in 

spite of the well-established arguments about special effects clashing with nar
rat ive engagement. 

Almost any history of film will cite the very early use of special effects. In 

1897 Melies's films used in-camera effects, and rhe value that effects offered co 

filmmakers were prized co such an extent that, as Andrea Gronemeyer has said, 

beginning in the 1920s, "(Hollywood] d irectors controlled the largest produc

tion budgets in the world and could invest staggering sums in stars, costumes, 

sets, and special effects."7 Hollywood filmmakers were nor alone in using effects. 

Gronemeyer, discussing French Impressionism, scares, "By using optical tricks, 

they [the Impressionist directors] attempted ro illustrate the impressions of the 

film characters: Dreams, memories, visions and thoug hrs."8 This practice later 

was taken up by H ollywood and has become developed even more expressively 
since DVFx were introduced . 

These observations on film history point to an early use of special effects, the 

diversity of uses ro which effects have been applied, and that effects were of in

terest for a range of film practitioners. This establishes the foundation upon 

which DVFx builds. H owever, in order ro distinguish dig ital effects' impacts 

from chis historical practice, it is important ro clarify what comprises effects us

age. Gronemeyer's reference ro optical tricks is bur one kind of"special effect." 

Pyrotechnic effects, mechanical effects, matte paintings, glass mattes, rear pro

jection, miniatures, models, prosthetics, make-up, specialized p rops, and such 

also were well within the scope of early filmmakers, who used them ro g reat re

sult. These techniques, in addi cion to the optical "trickery" of special lenses and 

optical p rinting, enjoyed broad application from the earliest days of filmmak

ing and are still integral to "special effects" practice. Many films that use DVFx 

do so in conjunction with other special effects, so Norris's hig h opinion of rhe 

analog nature of the effects in The Eternal Sttnshine of the Spotless Mind, should, ro 

be fair, apply co a g reat many ocher contemporary films that also mix traditional

special-effects crafts and digital visual effects. 

Therefore, the hisrory of special-effects practice is valuable for two reasons. 

First , it allows consideration of how DVFx have impacted narrative structure by 

providing an opportunity to compare digital-visual-effects usage with traditional

special-effects practice. Second, it offers an opportunity to show how the theo

retical placement of traditional special effects, in particular the arguments about 
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spectacle and genre, informs our current understanding of the impact of digital

visual-effects usage. 

There is a vast discourse on spectacle and irs relationship to narrative and 

genre, and these views are taken up in more detail throughout the book. How

ever, for rhe sake of establishing the relevant tensions that are of issue, the fol

lowing authors have made particularly useful observations char outline the 

range of arguments that have developed. 

Vivian Sobchack, in her article "The Fantastic," makes reference to "fore

grounding a range of cinematic practices identified as 'special effects."'9 She 

does chis in the context of discussing films that "defy or extend verisimilitude 

by portraying events which fall outside natural confines." to Her discussion of 

the development of special effects usage from Melies (1902) through fantasy 

adventures from the 1930s to the 1950s and the biblical epics of the late 1940s 

and 1950s highlights the "special" tag attached to the use of "special effects" 

and the association of these effects with certain kinds of narrative. This mark

ing out of spectacular effects and their association with genres such as science 

fiction has become a cornerstone for much of the academic analysis of the field. 

Building on Albert]. La Valley's statement that "Special effects thus dram

atize not just the thematic materials of science fiction and fantasy plots, but also 

illustrate the 'state of the art,"' 11 Marrin Barker argues that this "arbitrarily lim

its special effects to the realm of the celebration of technology."12 Barker's argu

ment is that special effects serve ro indicate "moments where modality shifts 

take place" 1' in a narrative and that "to become 'special' in any film, some mo

ments have to be signalled aparr." 14 This reflects the idea that special effects 

have a narrative impact bur contains it within the perspective that they stand 

our and serve to change the flow of the narrative. He goes on to observe: 

Special effects have to be both narratively integrated and convincing representations of 
a realistic fictional world here for the audience to believe in them sufficiently, and so to 
engage with the resulting dilemmas posed for the film's characters. On the other hand, 
the simultaneous self-reflexivity of effects solicits attention in a more direct fashion, 
inviting the audience to see them as effects, and co react with awe and wonder at theca
pacity of the cinematic apparatus. 15 

Here is the issue that really needs to be addressed, as the questions earlier 

have outlined. As Barker and many others have argued, classical narrative is 

supposed to be so engrossing as to keep the "apparatus" of the filmmaker invis

ible, but spectacle, as created by effects, also is supposed to make the audience 
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aware of the technology of filmmaking. So the question arises: is it ever possible 

for spectacle-and effects-to fir into classical narrative filmmaking? 

Joel Black also considers these issues in The Reality Effict: Film CNft11re and 

the Grttphic Imperative. He comments that "A growing number of science-fiction 

and action-adventure films ... don't just use special effects; they are special ef

fecrs."16 This comment is easy to accept for films that rely almost entirely upon 

computer-generated environments as backdrops for live-action performances in 

a greenscreen studio or films that make extensive use of computer generated 

performances either interpolated with an actor's real performance (such as in 

Spider-i.Han [2002, Raimi)) or major role performances by a CG character. He 

also observes that "Whereas special effects were formerly reserved for isolated 

scenes except in the case of full-length animated features, such effects are now 

routinely used throughout the entire picture." 17 This is true, nor only for the 

spectacular special effects he is highlighting bur also for a myriad of" invisible" 

effects that work to underpin narratives across a range of genres. In raising the 

issue of impacts Black comments that "while special effects once aHowed film

makers to present glimpses of the unreal world of dreams (Un chien andalott 

[1929, Bufiuel], The Wizard ofOz [1939, Fleming), Spellbound [1945, Hitch

cock), coday's sophisticated effects are increasingly used to produce a heightened 

illusion of reality itself (crashes, disasters, wars, space travel, erc.)-of truth as 

visible spectacle, of reality as anything that is filmable." 18 

These comments on "unreal" worlds and "heightened iliusions of reality" 

raise important questions about how we are to assess the relationship of effects 

to narrative especially as DVFx are quite capable of imperceptible use. 

Black also goes on to speak about using digital effects "in place of shooting 

the image" 19 as if this were in some way an extraordinary practice. This is in

dicative of what I call pte-tech paradigms, where the idea that digital image ere

arion is somehow exceptional, distinct from "real" filmmaking, a mind-set 

shown in Norris's review of The Eternal S11nshine of the Spotless friind. As the di

verse case studies in this book show, this is a misconception because the use of 

digital effects is increasingly integral to the filmmaking process, whether its use 

can be perceived or nor. 

In real terms, filmmakers now have three options for image capture: sound 

stage, location, or digital studio. Each of these options brings a particular qual

ity of experience, level of control, and perceived set of aesthetics. Each has irs 

own advantages, and experienced filmmakers can manipulate these options to 

an extent that makes it difficult for anyone nor on the crew to assess which 
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method created the images. Increasingly, the images in feature films originate 

in all three sources and sometimes it is difficult, if nor impossible, to distin

guish where and how elements were sourced. 

Black's discussion also gives example of another common practice-the 

conflarion of digital effects with ocher digital practices and technologies. In his 

discussion he places digital effects within postproduction and slides from dis

cussion of effects to digital technologies such as editing and storage.20 This 

lumping cogether of all things digital is a common misunderstanding, as can 

be the enshrining of "digital" as necessarily a symbolic representative of "the 

digital" as a concept. As digital technologies pervade more and more levels of 

experience, the use of the term and discussion of its meaning and application 

requires more precision if it is to be informative. In the case ofDVFx, the use of 

digital images in film is quite advanced and, while production pathways are 

eased by growing use of digital-camera image capture through to the very-well

established use of digital sound and picture editing, image creation using 

DVFx remains an area of particular interest and should be understood as a spe

cific aspect of the overall production path. 

Another crucial distinction within this discussion is that the use of digital 

effects is considered to be a goal-specific use of technology that is a fundamen

tal part of the prod11ction, not the postproduction process. This distinction is a 

more accurate positioning of the tasks and role digital effects hold within the 

industrial practices of film production. Digital visual effects are image capture 

and creation and, increasingly, they are becoming part of the story-development 

process working in what once was described as the preproduction stage of film

making. looking at digital visual effects in this way also allows examination of 

the relationship DVFx have to narrative alongside other image-creation prac

tices that operate within the industrial structures of the production of film im

ages. This comparative assessment is necessary because much of the traditional 

view about effects tends to hold the physical practices as separate and "special." 

It also, as mentioned, tends to confuse a variety of technical inventions under 

the heading "digital" and, in so doing, does not offer a full opportunity to prop

erly consider the true impacts ofDVFx in creating narrative. 

For example, Barker remarks that "Special effects ... are pointless if they 

don't evoke at least a component of the reaction that fireworks can catch from 

us: 'Wow!"'21 Clearly interest is in those effects that are meant to be spectacu

lar, but this becomes something of a circular argument. Effects are defined as 

those that can be discerned as effects and, if they can be discerned as effects, they 
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must be spectacular or they are, in his view, pointless. He then goes on to state, 

"there cannot be a general theory of special effects since the 'special' can only be 

defined by its difference from the ordinary modality of viewing proposed by 

the particular film in which FX occur."22 Again his argument, by focusing on 

spectacular DVFx, does not take into account those instances where effects serve 

to ensure "the ordinary modality of viewing" by working invisibly to support 

the narrative. 

These various commentators demonstrate some of the misconceptions that 

prevail even though they, at the same time, make valid and crucial points about 

the use of effects in film. The observation that special effects are used to great 

value in certain types of narrative is quite correct, as is rhe view char the use of 

effects must be integrated with narrative. Further, the argument char special ef

fects can be used to mark certain moments in the narrative as "special" also is 

valid-but it does not necessarily lead to instances of narrative interruption. 

To limit effects to certain kinds of narrative, to moments of self-reflexive 

spectacle, to say that they must have a "Wow!" factor, is to underestimate the 

scope and power of digital-effects practice and their contribution to contempo

rary film. While this book does not propose a general theory of special effects 

per se, it certainly points to opportunities for a wider understanding of effects 

within the general theory of film and provides a framework for analyzing their 

narrative functions. 

How effects might be perceived to impact narrative is highlighted by laura 

Kipnis's comment that, "New computer software such as the infamous 'morph

ing' technique ofTermiuator 2:}~tdgmmt Day (1991, Cameron), become the stars 

of the big new blockbusters, which now tend increasingly to be wri teen around 

new special effects rather than special effects being used organically to help 

te11 a compelling story."23 This view of the perceived impact of digital effects on 

srorycrafr reflects a set of fears held by scriptwriters. Implicit in these criticisms 

is the view that blockbusters, especially the ones incorporating digital effects, 

are not aimed at telling a compelling story-which, it is implied, sho11!dbe the 

goal if the creation is to fulfill irs function as a film. 

In the first instance, this view presupposes that the aim of film is to serve the 

classic Hollywood narracive goal of telling an easily understood, linear story 

with cause-and-effect structure, a goal-oriented protagonist, and a dearly re

solved ending. This classic structure is a standard against which it is easy to ex

amine the achievement of the filmmakers in instances of particular films as well 

as an assessment of the validity of criticisms such as the ones cited above. Fur-
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thermore, the vast majority of early digital effects-laden films were developed 

and produced by the Hollywood system. Nonetheless, there is no consensus 

that film narratives need to conform to this standard, nor that commercial films 

are limited to strictly linear narrative structures. 

David Bordwell, Janet Staiger, and Kristin Thompson define the classical 

Hollywood narrative as "telling stories clearly, vividly, and enterrainingly"24 and 

maintain that "Hollywood continues to succeed through its skill in telling 

strong stories based on fast-paced action and characters with clear psychologi

cal traits."25 According to these authors, classical stories should establish the 

film's story world (or "diegetic" world) and its disruption, the character's traits 

and goals, and move forward through a series of actions that causally and lin

early lead to a resolution of the character's goal and reestablishment of a bal

anced world. 

Most criticisms of the use of digital effects pertain to the alleged failure to 

contribute to this narrative structure and are used to support assertions that 

films that do not meet the classical standard exist solely for the purposes of spec

tacle. In Narration in the Fiction Film, Bordwell asks the question, "Is there any

thing in a narrative film that is not narrational?" and raises Roland Barthes's 

concept of"fellow travelers" and Thompson's "excess" materials. 26 In analyzing 

the use of digital effects and their contribution or lack of contribution to narra

tive, there exists the opportunity through case-study analysis to take up at least 

some aspect of the question of excess and the established views about the in

herent spectacularity ofDVFx. 

One way to assess this is raised by Bordwell in his examination of contribu

tors to narrative, where he observes that "narration can in fact draw upon any 

film technique as long as the technique can transmit story information." 27 The 

efficient transmission of story information is integral to the scriptwriting pro

cess and so the analysis of the extent to which the adoption ofDVFx are used to 

transmit story information is considered indicative of its impact, or at least its 

utility, in achieving the established norms of Hollywood storycraft. 

On this point of spectacularity, Bordwell states that "Hollywood (from its 

earliest days) has eagerly employed spectacle and technical virtuosity as a means 

of artistic motivation" for the purpose of narration, and while he goes on to state 

that "exploitation of special effects all testify to a pursuit of virtuosity for its own 

sake," he adds that "digressions and flashes of virtuosity remain for the most part 

motivated by narrative causality or genre .... If spectacle is not so motivated, 

its function as artistic motivation will be isolated and intermittent."28 
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By looking at the extent to which the use ofDVFx is motivated by narrative 

causality or genre, this book explores whether there is growing nonnarrative use 

of digital visual effects. It also looks at how and why they are used-i.e., spec

tacle for spectacle's sake or as an expansion of the stylistic devices available for 
plot or, for instance, expansion of a genre's canon. 

Discussing this relationship with genre, Thompson comments inSt01)'telling 

in the New Hollywood that "Dazzling developments in special effects have made 

flashy style much more prominent, especially in science-fiction and action 

films. Yet these techniques have not broken down the principle that style's most 

fundamental function is to promote narrative clarity."29 As Sobchack, Black, 

and Barker have argued in support of spectacularity, Bordwell and Thompson 

argue for the power of narrative engagement. It would seem that digital-visual

effects practice is caught in something of a theoretical rope-pulling contest, bur 
these writers' positions are not mutually exclusive. 

Digital visual effects are not the first technology to require accommodation 

for it to suit the needs of the classical Hollywood cinema. In his analysis of chis 

school of filmmaking, Bordwell observed that there were camera angles that 

once were considered unsuitable for classical Hollywood cinema.30 Then, he ob

serves, where it suited their requirements to be innovative, classical Ho11ywood 

cinema filmmakers rapidly adopted and adapted experimental, arc cinema, and 
avant-garde techniques. 31 

In Cinema and Technology: Image, Sound, Colour, Steve Neale documents how 

sound technologies led to soundstage-based filming32 and that the general opin

ion of critics was that sound detracted from film style. Bordwell also describes 

at length the difficulty that film commentators had with the impact of sound 

on filmmaking. 33 In particular, the locking-off of the camera in a static position, 

the introduction of dialogue, and the impact of locked-off camera on perfor

mance have been raised to argue that the introduction of sound in films was a 
step backward in its stylistic development. 

The introduction of color also attracted criticism. Steve Neale comments, 

"Colour was still overwhelmingly associated, aesthetically, with spectacle and 

fantasy (in the 1940s and 1950s)."34 Citing Edward Buscombe's article "Sound 
and Color," Neale says, 

Colour would, or could, "serve only co distract the audience from those elements in the 

film which carried forward the narrative: acting, facial expression, 'the action.' The unity 
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of the diegesis and the primacy of the narrative are fundamental to realist cinema. If 

colour was seen to threaten either one it could nor be accommodared."35 

Summarizing the arguments raised against the use of color, Neale says, "These 

comments highlight both the extent to which colour as spectacle was itself, 

however motivated, composed and controlled, to some extent incompatible 

with narrative and drama, and the extent to which, in any case, such motiva

tion, composition and control was essenrial."36 He also documents how the use 

of color was controlled stricdy by special color consultants who assessed the aes

thetic needs and emotional requirements of the drama to ensure color was used 

appropriately by filmmakersY Even though color is still used to mark stories 

for both spectacular and narrative reasons (for example, Pleasantville [1998, 

Ross]; SchindlerJ List [1993, Spielberg); and Hero [2002, Yimou)), it seems odd 

to think that color could be argued as being incompatible with narrative these 

days. Yet, as we see again with the introduction ofDVFx, these traditional con

cerns simply have become attached to a newer technological change. 

Bordwell has identified three factors that influence the adoption of technol

ogy-production efficiency (economy), product differentiation (novelty), and 

adherence to standards of quality and aesthetic norms.38 Examination of the 

adoption of technical innovations for digital-image creation such as virtual 

camera moves or the narrative use of flash-forwards shows that there has been 

integration and exploitation of these techniques for storytelling purposes over 

the last twenty years and that this is quite in keeping with Bordwell's three cri

teria. As a proportion of one hundred years of cinema, the last twenty years rep

resents a significant period of influence, one that has allowed the use of digital 

effects-emerging in feature filmmaking in the early 1980s-to establish its 

own norms and cues for filmmakers. 

As Thompson observes "the science-fiction film often features special effects 

over stars as its major draw, as 2001 and Star \\'Iars demonstrated."39 One could 

argue that this also holds true for disaster films, such as The Day after Tomorrow 

(2004, Emmerich), or fantasy films such as Stuart Little (1999, Minkoff). In 

considering the impact then that these practices have had, Thompson's obser

vation points to even more reason to accord DVFx a scrutiny comparable to that 

directed at stars or any other variable represented as a "major draw." 

To do this, we must note of the type of film being assessed because criticism 

about "Hollywood computer-generated-effects movies" frequently is addressed 
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as an issue of digital effects rather than of the type of film, as the examples that 

opened this chapter show. The focus of this kind of criticism overlooks the fact 

that digital effects have vast potential and are used in a wide variety of films and 

srorycrafr practices. The kind of films employing digital effects that often are 

critiqued reflects but one storytelling option, yet critics repeatedly considered 

them to represent the singular digital effects option, and they frequenrly blame 

the narrative deficiencies of the type of film-as the review of Van He/sing indi

cates-on the use of these effects. It is entirely possible, and worth examining, 

that the extent to which the effects dominate a movie reflects the poor use of 

film technique by the scriptwriter and director. However, this is not to deny 

that digital effects can make a bad srory worse and, where this is the case, how 

digital effects are used to poor result is noted. However, good digital effects 

work also can be wasted in an otherwise poorly structured story. 

One of the fundamental arguments in this book is that knowledge of tech

nical tools and mastery of the narrative uses of CGI (computer generated im

ages) can offer new techniques to support storytelling. In some instances the 

discussion only can raise the broader issues that are the basis of film theory, and 

I hope that much of what I present here will offer theorists from different philo

sophical positions an opportunity to reconsider digital-effects practice within 

film as it pertains to their own areas of interest. As mentioned, while this book 

does not proffer a general theory of special effects, it does address fundamental 

questions about the purpose, quality, evolution, and narrative functions of 

DVFx. That this offers insight to the extent that digital effects are by nacure 

self-reflexive or have aesthetic or ideological consequences will be-l hope
of value to filmmakers, film scholars, and theorists. 

In The Classical Hollywood Cinema, Bordwell quotes cinematographer John 

Seitz's observation that, "Motion picture photography of the silent era was an 

optical and chemical business. The addition of sound changed it to more of an 

electrical business."40 The adoption of digital visual effects-and other digital 

technologies-has moved filmmaking into a data business. The full impact and 

meaning of this will, in all likelihood, provide much creative scope for film

makers and theorists alike, and how we go on to use this "data" is open for 

broad, but overdue, consideration. While the so-called Hollywood computer

generated-effects movies may be the child of a technology that is changing the 

business, it is virtually certain that, like the flicks and the talkies of previous 

generations, they will become legitimate inheritors of film storycraft. 
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